Mélange yarns - wash out effect

PRESENTATION

After many trials and hours of intensive work our technologist finally developed new special yarn dyeing formula
which allows offering our clients wash out yarns with mélange effect. This new special yarn dyeing method gives vintage
effect to the fabric without need to wash it with enzymes. Finally indigo effect is achieved with linen fabrics and that’s
not all. One more advantage is that the yarn dyeing process is quite simple and we have more colors to choose, not only
indigo blue!
The yarns are dyed according special wash out technology which was worked out at our laboratory: dyes do not
soak into the yarn completely, therefore not all dyes washes off in washing process and mélange effect occurs.
Fabrics made of mélange yarn has the ability “getting old in process of time” – due to washing and exposure to light
fabric becomes lighter, changes to color shade can be noticed, mélange effect increases and aged look reveals. In order
to strengthen this “vintage look”, additional fabric, product or garment washes with enzymes, permanganate, stones or
softeners can be performed.
Benefits choosing mélange yarn dyed fabric for your collection:
 Save costs, because there is no need to have additional washing with enzymes;
 Good fastness against perspiration;
 More colors available not only indigo blue;
 Any design, structure or yarn count of linen can be produced;
Important remarks, before choosing fabric from mélange yarns:
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Only linen yarns can be dyed, because mélange effect is poorly visible on cotton yarns;
Limited choice of colors - medium intensity colors only, no bright colors available;
Difficult reproduction of the same color shade in each batch;
Low resistance to light fastness, abrasion and washing.
Limited appliance: all fabrics in mélange yarns cannot be used in production with light colors.

Care instructions:
Machine wash at low temperature, with similar colors
Do not bleach
Do not wash the product with detergents containing
chlorine, hypochlorite and peroxide.
Iron at 150C
This product is not recommended to be tumble dry

More information about our products at www.linas.lt or you can contact one of our managers.

